Secondary users (SUs) can detect the states of primary users (PUs) and access the idle spectrum in an opportunistic way in cognitive radio networks (CRNs). With the spread of wireless communication devices, the mobility of both PUs and SUs is ubiquitous. To obtain more accurate spectrum sensing data, SUs must be located within the transmission range of PUs. With the unknown mobility, it is difficult to guarantee the efficiency of spectrum sensing. Focused on this issue, we propose a new scheme, called Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) -based agent cooperative spectrum sensing (PSOA) in this paper. In this scheme, we deploy multiple mobile agents spreading over the network, to cooperate in spectrum sensing instead of SUs. All agents will move according to the latest global optimal agents of the corresponding target PUs with the fitness function calculated by modified PSO. With the optimal movement, the distribution of agents can guarantee that most PUs are within the detection coverage of PSOA. The evaluation results show that our scheme can save over 80% of sensing time and over 80% of energy consumption (affected by the agents' number and max velocity) than the active searching scheme. PSOA also guarantees the sensing probability of 80% and higher in our simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication technologies have grown rapidly in past 20 years, leading to a shortage of spectrum. Cognitive radio (CR) is considered as a promising technology to improve the efficiency of spectrum utilization [1] , which enables secondary users (SUs) to opportunistic access to unused licensed bands. SUs can sense the activities of primary users (PUs) and access the idle channels if no primary activities are detected. One of the most critical parts of cognitive radio technology is spectrum sensing, by which a SU is able to fill in spectrum holes without causing harmful interference to the PUs. Due to the multipath fading, shadowing and hidden terminal problems, a single SU may fail to notice the presence of the target PU. The sensing accuracy will be interfered since missing detection. Therefore, cooperative spectrum sensing has been proposed, which can obtain more reliable sensing data by cooperation of multiple The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xijun Wang. secondary users. It has been shown that spectrum sensing performance can be improved with an increase of the number of cooperative users. Among spectrum sensing techniques, energy detection [2] , based on the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) technique, is the most popular method addressed.
With the popularization of mobile portable devices, PUs and CR users (SUs) are not limited to fixed devices any longer. Primary users have mobility in many cases [3] , such as cognitive vehicles [4] , city mobile base stations [7] , where the traditional schemes for spectrum sensing do not work well. The mobility of PUs leads to location variation. As a consequence, the sensing capability of PUs varies in time [8] . The mobility of PUs results in inaccurate sensing data. To detect mobile PUs, SUs need to move to the signal coverage of PUs, which must rely on measured received signal strengths (RSS). Some CRs track PUs by location techniques from third party.
In static scenarios, for efficient cooperative detection, Li et al. apply distributed consensus in cooperative spectrum sensing, showing significant lower missing detection VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ probabilities and false alarm probabilities [9] . Gharib et al. combine machine learning with cognitive radio network, for a collaborative optimization in spectrum sensing [10] . These schemes make contribution to a more efficient spectrum sensing method. But they have not considered PU's mobility. There are some schemes available which aim to optimize cooperative spectrum sensing in PU's mobility scenarios.
To track mobile PUs, Min et al. take detection, location estimation, and transmit-power estimation in consideration on wireless microphones [11] . They give a robust scheme on small scale mobile PUs tracking with good accuracy [12] . But this scheme depends on a specific framework which they proposed to improve the signal detection. Cacciapuoti et al. analyze the impact of PU's mobility on spectrum sensing, and they propose an optimal sensing time interval in mobile spectrum sensing [13] . Optimal sensing time in cooperative spectrum sensing is considered by Jia et al., as well [14] . These schemes focus on optimizing transmission parameters for better signal detection, while they have not considered the mobility of SUs. Nan et al. propose a new joint estimating scheme to track PUs, based on a Bernoulli filter algorithm to jointly estimate the PU's state and its location recursively [15] . This scheme estimates the location of PU to calibrate the far-and-near effects. But they have not taken full advantage of SU mobility. There is a clear need for a quick and low-cost spectrum sensing scheme when PUs are mobile [15] . In this paper, we focus on spectrum sensing in PU mobile scenarios. We design a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based scheme for quick and low-cost spectrum sensing for PUs, without requesting for accurate PUs' location. PUs are assumed to follow the random waypoint mobility model. We investigate the combined impact of PUs' activity and mobility of SUs on the performance of spectrum sensing. We apply agents in the network to sense cooperatively instead of SUs. And we propose an optimal design to take full advantages of every agents in the network. According to the evaluation performance, the scheme we propose saves over 80% of time and energy consumption on spectrum sensing. Our scheme can be applied many scenarios, for example the campus or the amusement parks. In crowded campus, mobile devices can be assumed as primary users and secondary users, and some licensed unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) can be arranged to perform as the agents [16] , [17] . When a CR user requests for spectrum lease, UAV can provide services on quick spectrum sensing, which allows PUs' mobility in the network, with little energy consumption to CR users [18] . Besides UAV, tool cars in amusement park can be regarded as mobile agents. They can move in almost all directions.
A. CONTRIBUTION 1) MOBILE SCENARIOS
We consider a scenario that PUs are mobile, and CR users' activities are arbitrary, static or mobile. Agents are moving according to the rules proposed in our scheme. Our scheme applies to PUs mobility scenarios without requirement for a priori knowledge of PU mobility.
2) QUICK SENSING
We optimize mobility parameters for quicker spectrum sensing. As one of the main characteristics, our scheme saves over 80% of time on sensing compared to active searching in spectrum sensing.
3) LESS ENERGY CONSUMPTION
We consider the scheme without requesting for accurate location of PUs. The moving target is the global best agent updating constantly, instead of the primary user. PSO guarantees a shortest path to the target, with less energy consumption than other active searching methods.
4) RESISTANCE TO COLLUSION
We set three or more agents to detect each primary user, which prevents the malicious falsification from one party. The distribution of agents is based on PSO algorithm, with resistance to collusion effectively [19] - [21] .
B. ORGANIZATION
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe the problem statement, including some definitions in CR and techniques we use. In section III, we present the PSO-based agents mobile cooperative spectrum sensing scheme, shortened called PSOA. In section IV, we present the simulation results and give analysis to the results. In section V, we conclude the paper.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT A. STATIC COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM SENSING MODEL
Cooperative spectrum sensing can strengthen the sensing performance. CR users in different position cooperate and share sensing information to make a combined decision on the presence of a primary user. It is certified that cooperative spectrum sensing reduces the requirement on hardware sensitivity and reduces the sensing time, saving time for data transmissions [22] .
Cooperative spectrum sensing is usually divided into three parts: local sensing, data sharing and data fusion. In local sensing, there are three main methods to detect PUs' signal, named energy detection, matching filter detection and cyclostationary characteristics, respectively. In data fusion methods, there are soft decision and hard decision. The former requires CR users to send local sensing data, while the latter only requires the CR users to make local decisions and upload the decision results [23] . In energy detection, each CR user needs to collect signal data from PUs first.
The local sensing for a target PU is defined as a binary hypothesis problem. We consider the spectrum sensing on each SU as a binary hypothesis model.
where y(t) denotes the received signal at CR in time t, x(t) denotes the PU's transmission signal, h denotes the complex channel gain, and n(t) denotes the additive white Gaussian noise. We define false alarm probability P f , missed detection probability P m and sensing probability P s to evaluate spectrum sensing methods. The probability is given as follows,
In hard decision, each cooperative partner makes a binary decision on its local sensing and then forwards it to the fusion center. The fusion center will make a global decision, D i , based on the data collected from each partner. In soft decision, each cooperative partner forwards its sensing data to the fusion center. The decision, D i , will be calculated by fusion center with some data aggregation methods. Sometimes, in data fusion a fusion center is not necessary in consideration of a suspect third party. Cooperative partners share sensing data among themselves for a sensing decision [24] .
At the fusion center, data will be fused according to the logic rule, the n − out − of − K voting rule as follows.
K denotes the number of secondary users. n denotes the threshold. The rule can be corresponded to the AND rule in case of n = K ,
while it can be corresponding to the OR rule in case of n = 1.
It attaches importance to optimize the n to minimize the detection error.
B. COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM SENSING IN MOBILITY MODEL
Existing researches on cognitive radio are derived from the reuse of TV (television) white pace. In the applications of cognitive radio in static scenarios, the PU's transmission range can totally cover the areas of secondary users. Primary users are assumed static in most researches. The impact of mobility on PUs has not been taken into consideration. With the development of IoT devices, how to access to available spectrum quickly and accurately for mobile devices is a big challenge. Once a primary user moves to somewhere else, a CR user may be outside of its transmission range. Change of the distance between the PU and CR user makes it difficult for CR user to sense the possible PU. It can cause false sensing decision finally [25] . It is necessary for CR users to recognize and respond to the topology of variational network [26] to obtain the exact sensing result.
Network model is shown in Fig. 1 . In the network, a device (SU) is requesting for spectrum use. Agents will have two choices, to join the mobile spectrum sensing or not. Some agents (taking the place of SUs when moving, we will discuss below) are in the transmission range of a PU while some others are not. PUs with mobility are in two states, OFF or ON. These facts are described in detail below.
1) PU TRAFFIC MODEL
PU's traffic is modeled in two states, under transmission or not, with the rate α and rate β, named on and off . Rate β equals to the rate that a PU is free. Rate α equals to the rate that a PU is busy. The probabilities of on and off are:
The most common one is Poisson distribution ON/OFF model, which is also applied in our simulation. When the arrivals of users follow the Poisson distribution, the holding time of the ON/OFF state follows exponential distributions with parameters λ on and λ off . We can get the mean value of holding time of the ON states as 1/λ on , and of the OFF states as 1/λ off .
2) TRANSMISSION RANGE
Transmission range is determined by the PUs transmission power and the environmental noise. In static sensing scenarios, CR users are assumed always inside the transmission range of the target PU. To address spectrum sensing under mobility model, we introduce the following cases: Case 1: the CR user is inside the PU's transmission range. Case 2: the CR user is outside the PU's transmission range.
The local sensing rules with transmission range considered will be defined as follows. In case 1, the CR user can detect the PUs transmission. The sensing rule is as Equation (1). While in case 2, what the CR user senses is only noise.
RWMP (Random Way-Point mobility Model) is a widely adopted mobility model in network simulation. Under the RWMP, a PU randomly chooses a destination in a network region, with a random velocity uniform distributed in the interval [V min , V max ]. Once reaching the destination, the PU will remain still in the presupposed pause time t p . After t p , it restarts moving with the same rule as before [27] . Considering the performance of spectrum sensing, t p should be set over the period of sensing and transmission once for a CR user. Considering the mobility, traffic model and the relative position with agents, PU's mobility model can be described in Fig. 2 .
4) SU ACTIVITIES
In mobile PU scenarios, mobility on SUs is considered to increase their spatial diversity [28] . Detection ability is interfered by variation on relative position of PUs and SUs, and on correlation of SUs. SUs are managed to adapt to the variation on the target PU's position and to move towards it. Once knowing the position of a PU, SUs can track it and detect the free spectrum. Sensing time for SUs in PUs arrives is shown in Fig.3 . The ON-OFF period is less than static period and mobile period for PUs. SUs should finish sensing in ON period.
C. PSO
Particle swarm optimization is an important algorithm in swarm intelligence [30] . The PSO mimics the behaviors of birds to get an optimized trace to the target. In a birds swarm, a single bird always flies towards a better position in neighborhood. Each individual in PSO is like a bird in the swarm, which follows rules and interacts to complete the collective task. Because of its simple implementation, low complexity and fast convergence, PSO has been applied to many practical scenarios, such as path planning, cluster analysis and neural networks [33] . A PSO algorithm maintains a swarm, and each individual in the swarm is called a particle. Particles follow simple rules, and draw on the experience of neighboring particles or their own's when swarm updates. They adjust their positions and update their speed to find the target. The basic PSO algorithm speed and position are updated as follows:
v i is the velocity of particle i at time t. x i is the position of particle i at time t. c 1 and c 2 are acceleration constants, which are positive numbers used to measure the contribution of cognitive components and social components to velocity updates. r 1 , r 2 are random numbers within [0, 1] . ω is the inertia weight, which controls the inertia of the particle and measures the influence of the velocity of the previous moment on the next movement. y pb (t) is the optimal position experienced by the particle itself. y gb (t) is the optimal position experienced by all particles in the population. In the global optimal PSO, the neighborhood of each particle is the whole population. All the information is shared between the particles. Each particle will move toward the global optimal solution and follow the optimal solution for position update.
The speed update formula can be divided into three parts, ωv i (t) is the inertia part, indicating that the current particle velocity is affected by the previous motion; c 1 
is the cognitive component, indicating the current particle learns for its own experience;
is the social component that sets a standard for the entire population, which is the target that all particles should be oriented toward. Before update, the particle judges whether the arrived position is better than the experienced position or that someone else experienced. Otherwise, the particles keep the previous optimal values and continue to move. The algorithm will stop as follows: (1) when an acceptable solution found;
(2) when the number of iterations reaches preset value.
III. PROPOSED SCHEME PSOA A. MOBILE AGENTS
In mobile scenarios, most CR users have no priori knowledge about the primary users. To avoid the interference on primary users, CR users need to detect the spectrum frequently and get a unified result, in a centralized or distributed manner, which will cause a large energy consumption. In addition, CR users are incapable to cater to the movement of primary users. In this paper, we consider a CR network consisting of several assistant sensing nodes, called agents. The agents are applied to detect the spectrum of primary users instead of CR users. CRs need not to attend the moving. Each mobile agent consists of a detector, an arithmetic unit, a movement unit, a communication and some storage units. With the detector, agents can obtain the signal information about primary users. Data will be stored in storage units. Then, agents compute out a sensing result with RSS in the arithmetic unit. The sensing result will be shared among agents with the assist of communication units.
B. PSO-BASED MOBILE COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM SENSING
In PSO-based mobile cooperative spectrum sensing, agents are considered as particles in PSO. Fitness function is proposed to evaluate the position of an agent. The received signal strength (RSS) in wireless communication network is considered to be the fitness function stated, fitness function can be calculated as follows.
T x denotes the transmission power of a PU. Fitness value is equal to the receiving power calculated in Free space propagation Model. λ denotes the wavelength of a PU's signal. d denotes the distance between the PU and the agent. During moving towards the primary user, velocity on each agent is updated by PSO, with location of agents updated as follows, until the PSO algorithm pauses. Particles are evenly distributed in the search area. Since there are several targets (PUs) in the network, particles will be divided into several swarms, which we call Distributed Multi-objective PSO. When the algorithm starts, each particle first needs to initialize x i (t) and v i (t). During the movement, multiple particles may discover the same target. These particles interact and compare the fitness values. The particles with best fitness value are selected as the optimal particles, whose position will be broadcasted to the whole network. As case 1, too many particles find the same target (PU). The nearest ones will be selected to form the swarm to the PU. As Fig. 4 shows, Agent 1, Agent 2 and the global best one will form the swarm.
As case 2, the particles find different targets. Particles receiving different signals broadcast an optimal value to the whole network. Once all other particles receive signals, they calculate the distances from different optimal positions and move to the nearest one for quick locating. As Fig. 5 shows, the agent will be added to the Swarm A. Our scheme is totally different from the the existing works applying PSO in spectrum sensing, which apply PSO to the sensing data fusion to get an optimal sensing decision in data processing [29] . In our scheme, particles with the same target form a neighborhood and the global optimal position becomes the local optimal position. We apply PSO to update the trace of mobile PU to get a quick, accurate and low-cost spectrum sensing. Our scheme consists of the following steps.
1) INITIALIZATION
Referring to signal transmission in this scheme, the space propagation model needs to be formulated first, which is as follows [33] , L p = 33dB + Nlog 10 (D) + 20log 10 (f ) (12) where N denotes path loss coefficient, D denotes the distance between PU and agents in meters, and f denotes the operating frequency in MHz. Parameters in the model require calibration before function. The model is employed to describe the correlation between two individuals. In initialization period, agents collect the spectrum information about primary users planning to share their spectrum, including the frequency, the pause time and the ON/OFF ratio.
2) SEARING FOR GLOBAL BEST AGENTS
When CR users request for spectrum, agents employ omnidirectional detector to explore primary users recorded in the local area network, until no more can be detected. Then agents, in the transmission range of a PU, compute and broadcast the distance away from each primary user. One agent may discover multiple signals at the same time and need to select one as the target. In order to enable agents to quickly move into the primary user's transmission range and make spectrum sensing more efficient, the nearest agent away from one primary user will be marked as the global best agent to this primary user. As there are multiple primary users stated in the network, agents are divided into several swarms. Agents in the same PU's transmission range are in the same swarm. They share location information among the swarm. Agents in different swarm carry out different PSO, with different global best agent and they are uncorrelated. Each primary user has a matched global best agent in its transmission range. The rest of agents move randomly to explore primary users undiscovered. Every global best agent in its matched swarm keeps still. Agents that are not in any swarm have the potential to discover new target PUs when moving. If an agent moves into a PU's transmission range, inside which there is an agent already, it will ignores this swarm. If its fitness function is better than the existent one, it can be the new global best agent in this swarm in place of the existent one. If there is no other agent in the PU's transmission range it get into, it will be the global best agent in the swarm. Random movement will stop until all PUs have global best agent matched.
3) SWARM ESTABLISHMENT
Once the global best agent in each swarm is stated, the rest of agents are to be added into swarms. There is no prior knowledge of PUs' position and the distance of moving. Agents compute the distance away from each global best agent. The nearest ones to a global best agent will be added to the swarm it matched. The size of the swarms meets the requirements for cooperative spectrum sensing. Distributed in swarms, agents employ PSO to update their velocity, until moving into the PU transmission range.
There are two main types of modified speed models: the ''cognitive only'' model and the ''social only'' model. The ''cognitive only'' model, which retains only the cognitive component in the original update formula, is represented to:
The cognitive-only model provides each particle with a random tendency to return to their own optimal position. However, the model performs poorly in a dynamic environment. The ''social only'' model removes the cognitive component and changes it to:
In social-only model, the particles do not tend to return to its own optimal position. All particles are attracted by the optimal particles in their neighborhood. Agents that have not sensed the signal of primary users update by PSO with ''cognitive only'' model. As they can only sense the noise, the cognitive part of PSO is invalid. Agents inside the transmission range of a primary user also need to update by PSO, to get close to the primary user to increase the accuracy of spectrum sensing. The global best agent for each swarm updates constantly in this period. If there are enough agents in a swarm for cooperate spectrum sensing, the swarm will be invalid for a newcomer. It needs to restart moving until getting into a swarm in demand. All agents will stop updating until there are enough agents in every swarm to guarantee the cooperative spectrum sensing.
4) LOCAL SENSING AND COOPERATIVE DECISION
Once all swarms for each primary users have established, agents in the same swarm sense cooperatively. In traditional cognitive radio scenario, CR users detect the spectrum of primary users and share sensing data. The sensing result will be given by the fusion center. As is mentioned in Sector 2, the decision of spectrum sensing for each agent is a binary hypothesis model as follows:
where λ denotes the threshold, corresponding to the noise power in space propagation model. RSS varies with the distance between the transmitter and receiver. We employ the Distributed Cooperative Spectrum Sensing method in our scheme [31] , which provide sensing probability over 99% theoretically. The result for the first-round spectrum sensing will be given. The summary of the sensing algorithm is as follows, where Agent I, p, q denote three different agents as example.
5) SOLUTION TO PU MOVING
The mobility of primary users will affect the results of spectrum sensing. CR users have no ability to sense PUs outside its transmission range. Agents are requested to move towards PUs and sense spectrum again. Random way point model (RWPM) is applied to describe PUs' mobility in our scheme.
In RWPM, the PUs keep random moving for a period of time, then start a pause time. The moving and sensing for primary users will perform at the pause time. After a moving period, every global best agent will be reset. There are two possibilities about the situation of an agent.
Case 1: The agent can perceive a PU (we do not consider attacks here), which means the PU is under ON period, at least. Maybe it is inside the transmission range of the PU it sensed. Or it can be inside the transmission range of another PU, which moved close to the agent. Agents inside one's transmission range are added into its matched swarm. Also note that, as is stated in step 3), if a swarm is full, the farthest agents are considered as redundant ones, which need to move into another swarm in demand.
Case 2: The agent senses no signal. There are two possibilities about this situation. First situation is that, the agent is inside the transmission range of a PU, while the PU is under OFF period. That's why the agent can not sense it. Second situation is that, the agent is outside all PUs' transmission range. It can only sense the noise. In consideration of this chance that primary users are in the nearby, agents are willing to explore them. A limited time is allowed for agents to search for the nearby primary users by random moving. If a PU is found by an agent, the agent is considered as the global best agent. Agents outside any transmission range stop random moving until the end of limited time, or when all PUs are perceived. The search area is wide enough to cover all primary users in most cases. After that, the declared but still undiscovered PUs are supposed under OFF period.
The new swarms will be established with agents as stated in step 2) and step 3). Agents update by PSO as discussed in
Step 3). The rest agents that outside any PUs' transmission range search for undiscovered PUs concurrently. Both of the updating time and searching time are restrictively less than an ON/OFF period. Then, agents give the sensing result of this round as discussed in Step 4) . The spectrum sensing is completed in the pause time of RWPM. After moving time, agents restart spectrum sensing.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This scheme is evaluated with MATLAB-based simulation. Simulation setup is described in this part, including the parameters setup. We demonstrate the performance of PSOA compared with other cooperative spectrum sensing schemes. And we consider the impact of agents number, the max velocity and the moving times on the sensing time and total moving distance. Finally, we give the comparison of sensing probability of the proposed PSOA scheme with active searching scheme, and traditional local sensing method, in which CRs do not move to sense the mobile PUs.
A. AGENTS SETUP
We consider a CR network where users, with random velocity, are randomly distributed in a square area with 100m side length. There are 4 radio transmitters, and several agents move inside the network. The transmission power of each agent is 500mw, with different received frequency. Once an agent is over 20m far away from the transmitter, signal power it received is under 0.07mw, equaling to the power of environmental noise. Velocity on agents and primary users are limited to a constant V max . If agents or PUs move beyond the border of network square, it will be reset onto the border in the next update. In consideration of the switch of ON/OFF period, searching time is limited to 60s every time, except the conditions where we investigate the impact of sensing time. Agents will give a sensing result cooperatively whether the PU has been sensed or not. In following simulation, unless declared as variate, the number of agents is set 13, max velocity is set 20m/s and sensing time is set 60s. The transmission range is 20m to every PU. PUs move with RWMP after one time sensing. Parameters we set are shown in the Table 1 .
The deployment of mobile agents brings superiorities as follows.
1) ACCURACY AND PROMPTNESS IN SPECTRUM SENSING
When variations occur on the transmission range of primary users, caused by PUs mobility, CR users cannot perceive them timely. Then, primary users may be interfered if CR users occupying a certain spectrum all through [5] . On the other hand, CR users may quit employing the spectrum due to no sensing report about the PU, causing a waste of spectrum resource. The mobile agents deployed can collect the signal information around and detect the primary user, accomplish the process of spectrum sensing.
2) NO NEED FOR ADJUSTMENT IN HARDWARE DESIGN
To detect primary users in different operating frequency, CR users are required to have the ability to sense all frequency bands, which is a rigorous requirement to CR hardware. It becomes a considerable problem to equip flexible sensing modules for numerous devices, which is a large cost. With agents assisting, hardware adjustment will not be required for a CR user. Agents facilitators provide the suitable spectrum after detection to the primary user.
3) LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Battery capacity of portable devices restrict their ability of longtime sensing [6] . Sometimes SUs can't move as what we required to track the PU. And if they are used to updated by PSO, it will be energy dissipation extra. What's more, constant interaction of large amounts of sensing data results in transmission redundancy. With agents assisting, most of SUs are not required in the process of detecting primary users. We apply moving distance to express energy consumption. Energy consumption of moving is the major part of the consumption in our scheme, which decreases a lot once applying PSO. Besides the unloading of SUs, the whole consumption of the network, including agents set, is less than other active schemes
4) SIMPLIFICATION ON SPECTRUM ALLOCATION
More CR users are required in spectrum sensing for the increasing number of PUs. The balance between spectrum users and providers cannot be guaranteed then. Agents are helpful in spectrum allocation.
B. THE IMPACT OF AGENTS' NUMBER
We consider the impact of agents' number. More agents in the network can cover a larger area. Time for searching primary users should be reduced. Considering the shadow effect of obstacles and the sensing decision fusion, there should be several agents around an PU and the number of agents should be an odd number. When there are two different opinions in the swarm, the decision obeys the more one. In our scheme, three agents are required to detect a primary user accurately. More agents can bring better detection probability. But power consumption grows exponentially if more agents are added around each PU. Considering the tradeoff between the two factors, three agents can meet the need in detection probability generally, certified later when talking about detection probability, and make the consumption lowest. That means there are 12 agents in the network model at least. Max velocity on agents is limited to 20m/s. We observe the variation on searching time with 12 and more agents. Fig.6 shows that a larger number of agents can bring a quicker searching. But it is obvious that more agents bring a larger cost in hardware investment. While the searching time is large enough, the increase of agents has little impact on it. Total moving distance decreases by agents increasing, too. Because of the decreasing update time, moving distance keep decreasing. In actual scenarios, the number of agents invested depend on the requirement for system performance and cost. The moving time is affected by the initialization of agents. Agents are distributed in the network randomly. The more agents are in the transmission range of PU in the beginning, the less moving distance they will move. In the first node, most agents are in the transmission range of PUs coincidentally. So the distance in this node is less than latter ones. 
C. THE IMPACT OF VELOCITY ON AGENTS
Influenced by varied velocity, the distance for each update process is different. Too little velocity results in poor detection ability. While if velocity is too large, agents may flyby the object when moving. What's more, the larger the velocity, the higher the hardware of agents requirement.
Expressed in Fig. 7 , sensing time and moving distance both decrease by the increasing velocity. When the max velocity is over 20m/s, the two performance is basically stable. It shows that the velocity of 20m/s can meet most of the system requirements. In addition, we notice that part of movement is needless if the agents move too quickly. On a too large velocity, agents may miss part of PUs coverage area during once movement.
D. SENSING TIME COMPARED WITH ACTIVE SEARCHING
We compare the proposed PSOA with active searching method in mobile cooperative spectrum sensing. The sensing time, moving distance and sensing probability are focused on. As discussed above, there is no existing works applying CRs' mobility to detect the mobile PUs. To show the performance of PSOA about mobility, we introduce the active searching scheme as a comparison. The process of sensing is consist of two part, searching PUs and cooperative sensing. In PSOA, the moving state of agents is updated by PSO. In active searching, each agent moves randomly until the PU is detected. The rest of sensing process is the same. In the cooperative moving, PSOA saves a lot of time, especially in severe scenarios.
Expressed in Fig. 8 , the sensing time is more than 1200s if agents move with velocity low enough. It decreases to 200s when velocity get to 30 m/s or larger. The same to which is shown in Fig. 8 , the PSOA scheme provide a sensing time less than 100s requiring the velocity to only 15m/s. Even velocity gets to 30m/s or larger, the sensing time of PSOA is less than that of active searching method.
E. MOVING DISTANCE COMPARED WITH ACTIVE SEARCHING
With the increase of times of PUs moving, moving distance presents a trend of linear variation, both of PSOA and active searching. Both the two schemes are unaffected with the increase rounds. Based on PSO, the moving trail towards an agent become the optimization after a PU is detected. Agents update themselves based on the social best one and the global best one. While in active searching, agents have no communication with each other. Information about PUs cannot be shared. Each agent searches the transmission range of PUs independently.
As shown in Fig. 9 , we experiment this part on agents velocity under 20m/s. The moving distance of the two methods is about proportional to the times of moving.
F. SENSING PROBABILITY
We discuss the sensing probability of PAOA and active searching scheme. The sensing probability consists of two parts, P(H 1 | H 1 ) and P(H 0 | H 0 ). In sensing process, missed detection may happen when the searching for PUs is overtime. Alarm detection and missed detection are both considered in cooperative spectrum decision. Obviously, the increase of sensing time results in the increase of sensing probability. A long-time sensing guarantees that more PUs can be detected. Benefit from the quick sensing process and reasonable decision methods, PSOA shows a better sensing probability compared with active searching. Here we introduce the traditional sensing method in PU mobility scenario, local detection. Users will remain their work in hand and not to search for the PU when they are not in the transmission range of a PU, which is caused by the PU mobility. It does not consider utilizing SUs' mobility. And active searching reacts to the PUs' mobility in a common way.
Shown in Fig. 10 , the sensing probability is in a low level when the sensing time is little in PSOA. Once sensing time is over 54s, the sensing probability rises over 80%. Sensing probability rises slowly by the increasing sensing time, which is too low to meet an actual application. As to the local detection, the detection probability keeps a low state, which means it does not fit the PU mobility scenarios.
G. IMPACT OF TIMES OF UPDATING ON SENSING PROBABILITY
We focus on sensing probability in PSOA, the most important technique evaluation. It varies by different spectrum sensing methods and it is affected by sensing time. In our scheme, agents will give an uncertain inference to the states of undiscovered primary users if the sensing time stated is up. That means a small excursion on a PU will enlarge the possibility it found. In addition, less times of PUs moving results in less excursing. Times of PUs' moving has an impact on sensing probability, as well.
Shown in Fig. 11 , sensing probability decreases when a PU moves for more times. Under 80 times of a PU's moving, sensing probability remains a practicable state, over 0.8. In actual applications, times of PU's moving is much less than 80. As to the local detection, the detection probability keeps a low state, varied a little with the increase of times.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, considering the mobility of PUs, we proposed a PSO-based agent cooperative spectrum sensing (PSOA) scheme to detect the states of PUs in mobile environment. We apply PSO to optimize the moving trail when agents detect the PUs cooperatively, with relative position between PUs and agents regarded as the optimizing objects. In evaluation, PSOA saves over 80% of time and energy consumption when the velocity and number of mobile agents are determined properly. Furthermore, PSOA shows a better sensing probability than the local sensing scheme.
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